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TECHNICAL PAPER 
OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS OF UNIDIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION 
IN MICROGRAVITY 
I NTRODUCT ION 
Since gravity-induced effects are thought to  impede structural and compositional control during 
solidification of materials, the application of the low-gravity space flight environment to the advancement 
of materials science and technology constitutes one of the more active NASA research programs [ 11. 
Although several solidification experiments have already been conducted in a low-gravity environment 
[2-41 , none of these has utilized optical systems such as interferometers to  study the fluid thermal and 
concentration profiles. 
The present experiments used advanced optical measurement techniques to observe unidirectional 
solidification of a saturated solution of NH4Cl-H20. This material has been used extensively as a transpar- 
ent metal-model system in solidification experiments [ 51 and in low-gravity suborbital rocket studies [6].  
In particular, it is a good analog for the casting of complex materials such as superalloys. Experimentation 
has included studies of growth morphology, dendrite remelting and coarsening, and fluid instabilities. In 
this material system the fluid ahead of the interface is lighter than the initial fluid, causing the eruption of 
jet-like plumes. This phenomena is associated with freckling in superalloys [7] .  The present study was 
undertaken to quantify the changes occurring as a result of gravity forces on the liquid phase during 
solidification. 
Preliminary studies included development of low-gravity optical systems by theoretical and experi- 
mental approaches [ 8,9] and laser shadowgraph/schlieren observations of low-gravity fluid flow [ 10,11] . 
This earlier work measured reduction of natural convection fluid flows resulting from thermally and com- 
positionally induced density gradients. Such flows are important during compositional segregation in crystal 
growth and solidification processes [ 121. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
A. Experimental Environment 
All low-gravity experiments were conducted in the NASA KC-135 aircraft. This experimental 
environment has been described in detail elsewhere [ 101. In brief, the KC-135 low-gravity simulation 
aircraft flies a series of parabolic (Keplerian) trajectories, each of which yields approximately 25 sec of low 
(1 x 1 0-2 g) gravity environment. A typical parabola is shown in Figure 1. 
B. Mach-Zehnder Interferometer 
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer is probably the most versatile interferometric configuration for 
the observation of refractive index fields. It allows one to arbitrarily orient, space, and localize the inter- 
ference fringes, and it separates the reference and test beams, allowing the reference beam to pass through 
a uniform field. Also, with this arrangement the test beam passes through the disturbed region only once, 
resulting in a sharp image and a well-defined test path. Operational details of this instrument have been 
well described [ 13,141, and a system diagram is shown in Figure 2. 
We will consider two-dimensional liquid test fields in which the only refractive index variations 
' along the test beam are the sharp discontinuities at the entrance and exit of the test cell. In such cases 
when the beams are recombined parallel to each other, each interferometric fringe represents the locus 
of points (in a two-dimensional field) where the fluid density is constant. These fringes can then yield 
qualitative temperature or concentration data, provided the fluid refractive indices are known in these 
terms and temperature and concentration profiles are not mixed. Normal operation requires a reference 
point in the test beam cross section where the properties are known, and then all properties at other loca- 
tions in the test cell are measured relative to the properties there. 
For such a field the refractive index at any point in the test cell is given by 
where 
ho = vacuum wavelength 
E = optical path length difference in terms of Xo 
L = length of test cell 
nref = refractive index at reference point . 
In practice a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is commonly used with the beams slightly diverging at 
an angle 8. Recombination of the test and reference beams then gives rise to wedge fringes separated by 
a space d, where 
This configuration allows measurement of fraction values of E. 
Since light has an extremely short wavelength, equations (1) and (2) infer that the system is 
extremely sensitive to vibration and requires careful alignment. For example, if the fringes are separated by 
6 mm, this means that 8 is approximately 10- rad; thus the two beams must be aligned to this divergence. 4 
Further, since 
splitters cause 
successfully in 
changes in path length are measured in terms of X, slight movements in mirrors or beam 
violent fringe shifts. An extremely rugged system was, therefore, required in order to operate 
the aircraft experimental environment outlined earlier. 
r 
2 
To satisfy these design requirements, all system components were mounted onto a custom Newport 
Research optical breadboard. This slab was a 90- x 120- x 10-cm aluminum honeycomb with stainless steel 
top, bottom, and sides. The slab was vibration isolated from the aircraft using Varry W. Series ring and 
bushing elastomeric mounts. Mirrors and beam splitters were positioned using reinforced Newport Research 
mounts. The laser, a 4 mW He-Ne Spectra-Physics Model 144, had its beam expanded to 2.54 cm and 
collimated by a Spectra-Physics Model 332 spatial filter and a S-P Model 333 collimator. The 3-micron 
spatial filter pinhole was aligned using a modified NR Model 600 A-2 mount which stayed in place even 
while the 180-kg system was loaded onto the KC-135 by forklift. Interferograms were recorded by a Nikon 
35 mm motor-driven camera with a 250-exposure film cassette. Pan-X film was used, and exposure times 
were set at 1/1000 sec, which solved any remaining vibration problems. The laser, camera, and test cell 
I 
f 
1 
I were controlled from a central power strip on the slab. 
C. Laser Shadowgraph System 
The operation of a shadowgraph system depends upon the deflection of a light beam, unlike inter- 
ferometry in which such refractive effects are undesirable. In a shadowgraph system the linear displacement 
of the perturbed light beam is measured, and the end result is an image whose contrast is given by [ 141 
where 
IT = initial beam intensity 
AI = IO - IT where IO = beam intensity in image plane 
zsc = distance from test cell to image plane 
na = refractive index of air 
n = refractive index of perturbing medium (assumed to  vary in y only) 
z = direction of initial light beam . 
Unlike interferometry, shadowgraph is rarely used for quantitative measurements, since the contrast 
would have to be accurately measured and equation (3) integrated twice to obtain the distribution of 
interest. However, if large density gradients are present, shadowgraph pictures can be very useful. 
In the present study a laser shadowgraph system was used to track concentration boundary layer 
transitions in a rotating sample. A system diagram is shown in Figure 3. Components were mounted 
similarly to those utilized in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer described, and several identical items were 
used in both systems. 
3 
D. Laser Streak Photograph System 
In laser streak photography, the fluid of interest is seeded with tracer particles which are then 
illuminated by a sheet of laser light [ 151. A system diagram is shown in Figure 4. By setting the camera 
shutter for one long exposure, streak photographs are obtained which indicate fluid velocity vectors in the 
plane of illumination. In the present study streak photography was used to measure fluid motion independ- 
ent from temperature and concentration profiles. 
RESULTS 
f 
I 
A saturated NH4CI-H20 solution was prepared at 22°C and then encapsulated in a quartz cuvette 
sealed with a teflon cork. The cuvette was contained in an assembly (Fig. 5) previously developed for 
sounding rocket flights, allowing the sample to be heated and cooled as required. The solution was then 
studied during solidification both on the ground and in the KC-135 low-gravity simulation aircraft. 
A. Interferometric Results 
The interferograms in Figures 6 through 9 show temperature and concentration profiles. Figure 6 
shows fluid temperature profiles as the solution is undercooled prior to solidification. Figure 7 compares 
ground-based and low-gravity temperature profiles. Figure 8 shows concentration profiles in growth plumes 
resulting from gravity-induced convection, and Figure 9 shows stabilized concentration profiles in the 
absence of gravity-induced convection. 
In order to analyze these interferograms, refractive index data were taken for NH4Cl-H20. These 
indices were obtained using a Bellingham and Stanley Model 60/ED refractometer with test cell tempera- 
ture determined by a Neslab Model RTE-4 circulating bath controlled at +O.O2"C. These data are shown in 
Figures 10 and 1 1. From Figure 10 a 1 percent change in concentration +An = 0.00 187 is calculated, and 
from Figure 1 1 a 1 "C change in temperature +An = 0.000 12 is calculated. Using equation (1) 
XOE 
An=- 
L 
Thus, for Xo = 6 3 2 3  nm and E = 1, 
An = 6.33 x for L = 1 cm 
An = 6.33 x for L = I mm . 
(4) 
Therefore, 
E =  1.95 for T =  l"C(1 cmtestcell) 
4 
e = 2.95 for C = 1 percent (1 mm growth plume) . 
The results were used to calculate the temperature and concentration profiles shown in Figures 12 and 13. 
Thermocouple measurements were made to provide data in the instances where the magnitude of 
flow precluded analyses of the optical test results. Chromel-alumel thermocouples were first coated with a 
thin layer of epoxy to protect them from the corrosive liquid, and then placed at 1 cm intervals inside the 
cuvette. Since there was concern that the thermocouples might affect the flow, they were used two at a 
time over different heights. In the rotating assembly, the millivolt signal was transmitted through a slip 
ring. In all instances, the data were recorded on a Honeywell recorder using a hot-pen stylus to  eliminate 
gravitational effects on the ink flow. 
7 
I 
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Particularly in the assembly which was rotated for 5 sec during the low-gravity period, the data had 
to be obtained with thermocouples. As shown in Figure 14, at the onset of spinning, each TC saw a pulse 
of cool fluid, then the overall temperature increased. The upper TC showed a greater cooling pulse, but less 
overall temperature change; whereas, the lower TC had the opposite effect. Figure 15 shows split screen 
photographs of the fluid motion decay on the ground and in low gravity. When the apparatus was station- 
ary, it was possible to use optical techniques to study the plumes occurring ahead of the interface as a 
result of gravity created instabilities. The concentration shift from the bulk to the center of the plumes is 
given in Figure 13 for the two gravity levels. 
D I SCUSS I ON 
The change in temperature with time in the cuvette was determined from the thermal profiles and 
is shown in Figure 16. The low-g and 1-g cases parallel each other for the first 15 sec of cooling. Then the 
1-g fluid cooling rate begins to decrease while the low-g fluid continues to  cool at the initial constant rate. 
Although nothing was visible in the interferometric photographs to explain this divergence, the streak 
photographs showed convection cells at the base of the cuvette within 20 sec after cooling began. Cool 
liquid flowed down the walls of the cuvette, initiating the cells. Particles in the fluid were moving on the 
order of 0.05 mm/sec. This convection would decrease the rate of cooling by mixing warmer fluid with the 
liquid. The effect can be seen in the temperature gradient. After only 20 sec, the temperature gradient in 
1-g is 40"C/cm, 15 percent less than the 46"C/cm gradient in low-gravity. 
Once a growth front has begun, a layer of less dense liquid forms ahead of the interface. In 1-g, 
this reached a width of 0.17 cm whereupon plumes broke loose and rose upwards [ 111. In low-gravity 
interface, layers varied between 0.18 and 0.27 and no plumes occurred. The sample was able to establish 
and maintain a layer of concentration change ahead of the interface, with no perturbations. 
In the instances where solidification and subsequent fluid plumes were allowed to begin prior to 
the low-gravity time period, the plumes reacted oppositely under the two gravity forces. During the low- 
gravity parabola, the plume movement halted within 8 sec and the concentration gradient between the 
plume and the surrounding liquid decreased. It is probable that with sufficient time, diffusion would totally 
eliminate the plume. But in 1-g, the concentration gradient increased, causing the plume to continue 
growing. In this case the plume is being replenished by light, cool liquid while it is rising into the denser, 
warmer surrounding fluid. 
5 
I 
These effects would tend to  decrease the overall stability of directional solidification in 1-g. The 
rate of heat removal changes as convection cells begin, and the temperature gradient ahead of the interface 
is less, decreasing the effective temperature gradient to growth rate (G/R) ratio. In materials such as NH4CI- 
H20 and some of the superalloys in which the eutectic liquid is lighter, flow instabilities like plumes can 
develop creating freckles and small grains in 1-g castings. 
SUMMARY f 
I 
Gravity has both subtle and dynamic effects on the temperature profiles in solidifying materials. 
Shortly after the onset of cooling, low levels of fluid flow begin in 1-g, decreasing the temperature gradient. 
This does have a concurrent effect on the G/R ratio and tends to  decrease the stability of the interface. 
In low-gravity the interface appears to  be more stable since the temperature gradient is steeper. 
The gravity-driven pulses of liquid, causing freckling in superalloys, do not occur in low-gravity. 
Any existing plumes of this rich eutectic liquid dampen quickly, and diffuse into the surrounding fluid. 
This is opposite to  what happens in I-g, where the density difference between the freckle plume and the 
surrounding liquid continues to increase as the plume rises, leading to greater instability. 
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